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Chapter 1

Introduction

Assignment problems are well-studied in combinatorial optimization and many practical applic-
ations can be found. In this report I will look into a problem often found in sports which is
the assignment of referees to matches. Many variants exist of this problem with different rules
and goals for the assignment. The referee assignment problem discussed is one from an amateur
competition where referees are supplied by the participating teams and they are members of the
team. Examples of such problems can be found in the literature. Duarte et al. [1] proposed a
three-step heuristic approach to solve large instances of the referee assignment problem. First
an initial solution is found by a greedy algorithm which possibly violates some constraints. Then
a repair heuristic is applied to make the solution feasible. And the last heuristic improves the
feasible solution. Yavuz et al. [2] also used a heuristic approach for a referee assignment prob-
lem. Their goal was to find a fair referee assignment. In order to do this they divided the season
in stages. First they found assignments for all stages and then they improved this solution by
swapping referees.
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Chapter 2

Problem Analysis

2.1 Problem statement

Consider a volleyball competition where referees of matches are supplied by the teams compet-
ing. Each match needs one referee and this referee is member of a team in the competition. All
matches are already scheduled and the location and time of the match are known. Not just any
referee can be assigned to a match. A number of requirements has to be taken into account for
the assignment of referees to matches. For example a referee cannot officiate a match on his
team’s training day. Additionally, the assignment should achieve certain goals like minimizing
the travel distance for referees.

2.2 Sets and parameters

First we define some sets in order to make a mathematical model for the problem described in
Section 2.1. Let V = {v1, ..., vm} be the set of matches. Each match is officiated by a referee
from a team. Let T = {t1, ..., tn} be the set of teams. Referees may be unavailable on certain
days in the week. So we also define W to be the set of weeks and D the set of weekdays.
Teams are subdivided into poules and each poule is part of a class. The classes are ordered:
”Hoofdklasse” - ”Overgangsklasse” - 1 - 2 - 3. We define a parameter, st, which gives an integer
value corresponding to the class in the ordering:

st := −1 if team t is in the class ”Hoofdklasse”

st := 0 if team t is in the class ”Overgangsklasse”

st is equal to the class, if team t is in one of the remaining classes,1,2 or 3.

Other parameters useful to define for teams are:

ct, the club in which team t plays,

dt, the training day of team t,

ft, the day off of team t,

lt, the training location of team t,
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ht, the number of home matches of team t.

And we define the following parameters for matches:

bv, the time on which match v begins,

dv, the weekday on which match v takes place,

wv, the week in which match v takes place,

sv, the class of the teams in match v,

iv, the home team for match v,

jv, the visiting team for match v,

lv, the location where match v takes place.

2.3 Hard constraints

Firstly, we would like to know if it is even possible to assign a team t to a match v. The following
set of hard constraints will be used to determine all feasible pairs (t, v):

1. A team is not allowed to officiate a match of a team from the same club.

2. A team is only allowed to officiate a match in its own class or in one class higher or lower.

3. It is agreed that a team never officiates a match on its training day, unless it has an away
match on that day.

4. Each team is allowed to choose one day in the week as a day off. This means that the team
can only officiate a match on that particular day, if it has an away match on the same date.

5. A team does not officiate a match in a week in which it has an away match. However there
is one exception: a team can officiate a match if it takes place on the same location and
on the same date as the away match. In that case the times should not overlap. For this
constraint, it is assumed that matches don’t take longer than one hour.

These constraints are used to construct a set of feasible pairs which satisfy all constraints.

Definition 1 (Feasible pairs). The set of feasible pairs for the referee assignment problem is
the set P of pairs (t, v) ∈ T × V such that:

1. ct 6= civ and ct 6= cjv

2. |st − sv| ≤ 1

3. dv 6= dt or there exists a u ∈ V such that t = ju and wv = wu

4. dv 6= ft or there exists a u ∈ V such that t = ju and wv = wu

5. There is no u ∈ V such that t = ju and wu = wv unless the following conditions are met:
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du = dv

lu = lv

The difference between bu and bv is over an hour.

On top of the mentioned constraints, there are also constraints which do not only depend on
the properties of a single match and team:

i) Teams agree to officiate as many matches as the number of home matches they play.

ii) Exactly one team is assigned as a referee to each match.

iii) A team officiates at most one match each week.

These constraints are used to find a feasible assignment which we define as follows:

Definition 2 (Feasible assignment of teams to matches). We define a feasible assignment
from V to T as a function a: V → T such that:

i) ∀t ∈ T : |{v ∈ V |a(v) = t}| = ht

ii) ∀v ∈ V : (a(v), v) ∈ P

iii) ∀t ∈ T ∀w ∈W : |{v ∈ V |wv = w ∧ a(v) = t}| ≤ 1

2.4 Objectives

The assignment problem consists of finding a assignment such that not only the hard constraints
are met, but also certain goals are achieved to an optimized extent.

Problem 1 (Assigning referees to matches). Given V , T and parameters as defined in Section
2.2, find a feasible assignment with the right balance of the following goals:

1. As many matches as possible are officiated by a referee from the same class.

2. The total travel distance of all referees together is as small as possible.

3. The travel burdens are as equally distributed among the teams as possible.

The travel distance for a team to a match is calculated by using the locations of the team
and the match. For simplicity the length of the straight line between the locations is taken.
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Chapter 3

Linear programming model

A straightforward way to model Problem 2.1 is to formulate it as a integer programming model.
The three constraints in Definition 2 in the previous section are easily seen to correspond to
constraints in this IP model. The goals are achieved by minimizing some objective function kTx,
where k is the cost-function. Possible objective functions will be discussed later. Here x is a
vector of binary decision variables, xt,v, indicating whether a team t is assigned to a match v.
Now the integer programming model can be expressed as follows:

minimize kTx

subject to ∀t ∈ T
∑

v∈V |(t,v)∈P

xt,v = ht

∀v ∈ V
∑

t∈T |(t,v)∈P

xt,v = 1

∀w ∈W ∀t ∈ T
∑

v∈V |(t,v)∈P∧w=wv

xt,v ≤ 1

xt,v ∈ {0, 1}.

(3.1)

In order to rewrite the constraints in a more convenient way we define matrices B,C and D.

Let B be a |T | × |P | matrix with Bt,e = 1 if there is a v ∈ V such that e = (t, v), and
Bt,e = 0 otherwise.

Let C be a |V | × |P | matrix with Cv,e = 1 if there is a t ∈ T such that e = (t, v), and
Ct,e = 0 otherwise.

Let D be a |T ||W | × |P | matrix with D(t,w),e = 1 if there is a v ∈ V such that e = (t, v)
and wv = w, and D(t,w),e = 0 otherwise.

The IP can now be rewritten as follows:

minimize kTx

subject to Bx = h

Cx = 1

Dx ≤ 1

x ∈ {0, 1}P ,

(3.2)
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where h is the vector which contains all ht, t ∈ T .

3.1 Total Unimodularity

The model in the previous section uses a binary variable which is restricted to {0, 1}. In this
section, we will show that this integrality restriction may be removed. The following definitions
from [3] help us with that.

Definition 3 (Directed graph). A directed graph is a pair G = (V,E) where V is the set of
vertices and E a set of ordered pairs of elements of V , called edges. An edge (u, v) ∈ E is said
to leave u and enter v.

Definition 4 (Bipartite graph). A directed graph G =(V,E) is bipartite if V can be partitioned
into two sets U and W such that each edge of G leaves a vertex in U and enters a vertex in W.

Definition 5 (Incidence matrix). The incidence matrix M of a directed graph G = (V,E) is
the V × E matrix defined by:

Mv,e := +1, if e leaves v

Mv,e := −1, if e enters v

Mv,e := 0, otherwise,

for v ∈ V and e ∈ E.

Definition 6 (Totally unimodular matrix). A matrix M is totally unimodular if the determ-
inant of each square submatrix of M is equal to −1, 0, or 1.

In particular every entry of a totally unimodular matrix is either −1, 0 or 1. Total uni-
modularity of matrices is important for solving the problem, because of the following theorems
described by A. Schrijver in [3].

Theorem 1. Let A be a totally unimodular m× n matrix and let b ∈ Zm. Then each vertex of
the polyhedron

P := {x|Ax ≤ b}

is an integer vector.

Corollary 1.1. Let A be a totally unimodular m× n matrix, let b ∈ Zm, and let c ∈ Zn. Then
both optima in the LP duality equation

min{cTx|Ax ≥ b} = max{yT b|y ≥ 0, yTA = cT }

have integer optimum solutions (if the optima are finite).

Theorem 2. The incidence matrix M of any directed graph G is totally unimodular.

Next we apply these theorems to our problem. First we create a new matrix MG:

MG =

(
B
−C

)
,
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where B and C are the matrices defined in the previous section. We can deduce from the
definitions of B and C that MG is the incidence matrix of a directed bipartite graph G =
(T ∪ V, P ) with edges from teams T to matches V .

We want to prove that the matrix M =

(
MG

D

)
is totally unimodular. In order to do this we

need the following characterization of Ghouila-Houri (cf. Theorem 19.3 in [4]).

Theorem 3. A matrix M is totally unimodular if and only if each collection R of rows of M
can be partitioned into classes R1 and R2 such that the sum of the rows in R1, minus the sum
of the rows in R2, is a vector with entries 0, ±1 only.

Proposition 3.1. M =

(
MG

D

)
is totally unimodular.

Proof. We know that MG is totally unimodular by Theorem 2.
Furthermore we know that the matrix D has exactly one row for every pair p = (t, w) ∈ T ×W .
Given an edge from t ∈ T to v ∈ V there is a unique week w ∈W such that w = wv. So Dp,e = 1
only for the pair p = (t, wv). Therefore D has exactly one 1 in every column. Also MG has
exactly one −1 and one 1 in each column, because MG is an incidence matrix of G.
Let R be a collection of rows of M . From the above we derive that the sum of the rows in R is a
vector s with entries in {−1, 0, 1, 2}. We partition R such that R1 contains all rows of R which
are in MG and the remaining rows of R are divided between R1 and R2 as follows: R2 contains
all rows in D which contribute to the 2 entries in s and R1 contains the remaining rows from D.
Now we prove by contradiction that the sum of the rows in R1 minus the sum of the rows in R2 is
a vector with entries in {−1, 0, 1}. Let s1 be the sum-vector of R1 and let s2 be the sum-vector of
R2. Assume that e is such that s1(e)−s2(e) is not equal to 0 or ±1. By definition, s1 has entries
in {−1, 0, 1} and s2, has entries in {0, 1}. Therefore s1(e) = −1,s2(e) = 1 and s1(e)−s2(e) = −2.
Let r be the row in R2 with entry 1 at column index e. This row contributes to a 2 entry in s.
So there is a column e2 such that r(e2) = 1 and s(e2) = 2. Since s(e2) = s1(e2) + s2(e2) and
s2(e2) = 1, s1(e2) = 1. Note that R2 contains only rows from D. Let (t, w) be the index of r
in D. Then there is a v ∈ V such that e = (t, v) and wv = w by definition of D and similarly
there is a v2 ∈ V such that e2 = (t, v2) and wv2 = w. This means that, e and e2 share the same
t. Therefore their +1 entries in the incidence matrix of G, MG, are in the same row. This row
is not in R1, because s1(e) = −1 and each column of M has exactly one −1 entry. However this
row also has to be in R1, because this is the only row in MG with entry 1 at index e2 and the
only row in D with entry 1 at index e2 is r which is in R2. This gives a contradiction. So M is
a totally unimodular matrix.

Define b as

(
h
−1

)
, where h is the vector which contains all ht, t ∈ T . Next we write Problem

(1) as a LP, so that we can use Corollary 1.1:

minimize kT y

subject to MGy ≥ b
−MGy ≥ −b
−Dy ≥ −1

0 ≤ y ≤ 1

(3.3)
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Before we apply Corollary 1.1, we define matrices: M∗ =


MG

−MG

−D
I
−I

 and b∗ =


b
−b
−1
0
−1


Proposition 3.2. The LP

min{cT y|M∗y ≥ b∗}

has an integer optimum solution (if the optimum is finite).

Proof. First we prove that M∗ is totally unimodular by contradiction. Suppose there are square
submatrices with determinant not equal to −1, 0 or 1. Let A be a smallest such submatrix. Also

notice M∗ =


MG

−M
I
−I

, where M =

(
MG

D

)
as before.

Case 1: A has a row, i, which is in I or −I. Then this row contains one nonzero: −1 or 1 at
some column index j. Let A∗ be the square submatrix of A without row i and column j. Then
det(A) = ±1 ∗ det(A∗) by expansion across the ith row. Therefore A∗ is a smaller square matrix
with det(A∗) not equal to −1, 0 or 1.
Case 2: A lies completely in either MG or −M . Then det(A) is −1, 0 or 1, because these matrices
are totally unimodular by Theorem 2 and 3.1.
Case 3: A has rows in both MG and −M . We construct a matrix A∗ from A by multiplying all
rows of A from −M by −1. This multiplication only possibly changes the sign of the determinant.
So the determinant of A∗ is given by: det(A∗) = ±det(A). We know that A∗ contains only rows
from M and if A∗ contains the same row twice, then the determinant is zero. Therefore det(A∗)
is ±1 or 0, because M is totally unimodular. Then det(A) is −1, 0 or 1.
In all cases we reach a contradiction. By Corollary 1.1 an integer optimum solution exists, if the
optimum is finite.

So we know now that the linear program (3.3) has the same integer optimum solutions as
the integer program (3.1) if the optimum is finite. Integer optimum solutions of (3.3) can be
found by using the simplex method. The simplex method finds an optimal solution by going
from vertex to vertex along edges on the polyhedron of the LP. It follows from Theorem 1 that
the vertices are integer, so an optimal solution obtained by the simplex method is also integer.

3.2 Objectives

3.2.1 Multiple objectives

In this section, we look in more detail into the goals of the assignment of referees to matches and
how the goals can be expressed in mathematical terms. The following three goals were given in
Section 2.4.

1. As many matches as possible are officiated by a referee from the same class.

2. The total travel distance is as small as possible.
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3. The travel distances are as equally distributed among the teams as possible.

For each goal i, we will introduce a cost-function, ki. There are multiple ways to use these
cost-functions in a model. One way is to optimize in steps. First one objective is optimized in a
model and then the second objective is optimized in the subsequent model under the condition
that the first objective is not too far from the optimal solution. This method can be used to find
a suitable maximum number of matches, U1, which are not officiated in the same class. First the
objective to officiate as many matches as possible in the same class is optimized and then based
on the results suitable bounds U1 are chosen. Next the following constraint is added:∑

(t,v)∈P

k1(t, v)xt,v = k1
Tx ≤ U1,

where xt,v are decision variables and k1 is a vector with class-costs for all (t, v) ∈ P . The
disadvantage of this method is that it cannot be used for models which make use of total uni-
modularity like LP (3.3), because the matrix of constraints is no longer totally unimodular after
this constraint is added. This method will be used for all integer programs.
Another option is to use weights for all objectives. We want to use this method for LP (3.3). So
we need cost-functions for all pairs (t, v) ∈ P . This gives the following objective function for our
3 goals: ∑

(t,v)∈P

(a1k1(t, v) + a2k2(t, v) + a3k3(t, v))yt,v

where ai are weights and yt,v are decision variables.

3.2.2 Costs of classes and travelling

First we define cost-functions for the goals in Problem 2.1 separately. The cost-functions cor-
responding to the first two goals are straightforward. Since we are given a hard constraint that
a team is only allowed to officiate a match in its own class or a class higher or lower, there are
only 3 possibilities for class-differences for which we suggest the following costs, k1(t, v):

k1(t, v) := 1 if the class of team t is higher than match v

k1(t, v) := 1 if the class is lower

k1(t, v) := 0 otherwise.

Now we can construct a model which minimizes only the class costs. This model is used to
determine the the maximum number of matches, U1, which are not officiated in the same class.
Using Linear Program (3.3) as a starting point, we get the following LP:

minimize k1
T y

subject to MGy = b

Dy ≤ 1

0 ≤ y ≤ 1.

(3.4)

The second objective is to minimize the travel distances. An obvious choice for this cost-
function would be to define k2(t, v) to be equal to the distance which team t has to travel from
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its home location to the location of match v. This objective can be minimized first just like the
previous objective, which gives the following LP:

minimize k2
T y

subject to MGy = b

Dy ≤ 1

0 ≤ y ≤ 1.

(3.5)

We can also optimize the travel costs after the class costs have been optimized. in steps and
add the constraint k1

T y ≤ U1. However then the matrix is no longer totally unimodular. So the
simplex algorithm may not give integer solutions. Therefore we have to use an integer program.

minimize k2
Tx

subject to MGx = b

Dx ≤ 1

k1
Tx ≤ U1

x ∈ {0, 1}P .

(3.6)

These linear and integer models can be used to find suitable values for the maximum number of
matches, which are not officiated in the same class, U1 and the maximum total travel distance,
U2. These two variables will be used in constraints the following integer programs, so that only
the third objective needs to be optimized in the objective function.

The last goal isn’t so clear as the previous two. There isn’t a single best way to share the
travel burdens equally among the teams. One way of distributing the travel distances more
equally is by increasing the costs of long distances, so that the model prefers distances near the
average distance distance over a combination of large and small distances. This can be done by
taking the square of the travel distance for the cost-function for distributing travel costs equally:
k2(t, v)2. The following example shows why this may work. Let it be given that there are two
combinations of feasible assignments: (t1, v1) and (t2, v2) or (t1, v2) and (t2, v1) with t1, t2 ∈ T
and v1, v2 ∈ V . Also let all distances k2(t, v) be larger than 1 and let

k2(t1, v1) = µ

k2(t2, v2) = µ

k2(t1, v2) = µ+ 1

k2(t2, v1) = µ− 1

Then the total distance is the same for both assignments. However if we calculate the sums
of the costs for distributing travel costs we get:

k2(t1, v1)2 + k2(t2, v2)2 = 2µ2

k2(t1, v2)2 + k2(t2, v1)2 = 2µ2 + 2

Therefore the first assignment has a lower total costs which is what we want, because the travel
costs are more equally distributed in the first assignment. The total costs is similar to what
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is known as the total sum of squares in statistics. The total sum of squares for a set of n
observations Xi is given by:

Sum of squares =

n∑
i=1

(Xi − X̄)2,

where X̄ is the mean of all Xi.
If we divide the sum of squares with n, we get the variance which is a measurement of how

far the data are spread from the average. However in our case we take zero instead of the average
and minimize how far the travel distances are spread from zero. If the travel distances are closer
to zero, then they are also closer to each other. So both the second and third goal are achieved
and k2(t, v) does not need to be included separately in the objective function. However class-
differences do have to be taken into account. This is done by using weights, because we want to
keep total unimodularity.

minimize (a1k1 + a3k
2
2)

T
y

subject to MGy = b

Dy ≤ 1

0 ≤ y ≤ 1,

(3.7)

where ai are weights.

3.2.3 Other cost-functions for distributing travel burdens

The third goal is to distribute the travel distances equally among the teams. So we want to
compare the average travel distances of the referees to a match. Let zt(x) be the average travel
distance of a referee from team t to a match given a referee-assignment x consisting of binary
decision variables xt,v. Since the number of matches officiated by a team is equal to the number
of away matches, ht, this average is given by:

zt(x) :=
∑

v|(t,v)∈P

k2(t, v)xt,v
ht

.

One way of distributing the travel distances more equally among the teams is to minimize the
difference between zt(t) and the average travel distance to a match. Let µ(x) be the average
travel distance to a match, given a referee-assignment x, then:

µ(x) :=
∑

(t,v)∈P

k2(t, v)xt,v
|V |

.

We suggest the following cost per team t, given a referee-assignment x:

k3(x, t) = |µ(x)− zt(x)|.

Note that both µ(x) and zt(x) depend on the assignment vector x. The objective function for
distributing travel distances equally among teams, K3, can now be calculated by taking the sum
of all these costs:

K3(x) =
∑
t∈T
|µ(x)− zt(x)|

12



However this objective function is not linear, because it contains absolute values. So K3 is not
suitable for an integer program. In order to use this objective function in an integer program,
we need to look for a different way to implement this. It turns out that an equivalent IP can be
constructed by adding more variables and constraints. First the absolute value of each variable
in the objective function is substituted by a new variable qt, so that

K3(x) =
∑
t∈T

qt.

Now K3(x) is linear, but we do need to add some constraints to ensure that qt is at least
|µ(x)− zt(x)|:

µ(x)− zt(x) ≤ qt

−µ(x) + zt(x) ≤ qt
The absolute value |µ(x) − zt(x)| is equal to either µ(x) − zt(x) or −µ(x) + zt(x), so these

constraints force that qt is greater than or equal to the absolute value. Since the objective
function is minimized, this gives the same result as a program with absolute values. If we use
constraints for goals 1 and 2, we get the following integer program:

minimize
∑
t∈T

qt

subject to Bx = h

Cx = 1

Dx ≤ 1

k1
Tx ≤ U1

k2
Tx ≤ U2

∀t ∈ T µ(x)− zt(x) ≤ qt
∀t ∈ T − µ(x) + zt(x) ≤ qt

x ∈ {0, 1}P

(3.8)

However, there is a disadvantage of implementing it like this. The model is no longer a LP-
model, because the matrix is not totally unimodular after these constraints are added. So slower
methods for solving IP-models have to be used. Therefore we prefer to use a linear cost-function
k3(x, t). Instead of calculating the costs for each team, we want to calculate the costs for each
match. We could use the difference with the average travel distance as cost, |µ(x)− k2(t, v)|, if
team t is assigned to match v. However we do not want to use absolute values in the objective
function. So we suggest to use an estimation of µ(x), which we call µ∗. This estimation can be
made by using the optimal solution obtained from solving Linear Program (3.7). Let

µ∗ =
k2

T y

|V |
,

where y is the vector of decision variables obtained from solving LP (3.7) to optimality. Now
that we know µ∗, we can define a parameter k∗3(t, v) which can be used as the cost-function for
distributing travel burdens. Let

k∗3(t, v) = |µ∗ − k2(t, v)|.
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With this cost-function we can write it as a Linear Program:

minimize (a1k1 + a2k2 + a3k
∗
3)

T
y

subject to By = h

Cy = 1

Dy ≤ 1

0 ≤ y ≤ 1,

(3.9)

where ai are weights.
The ideas behind the previous two Linear Programs (3.7) and (3.9) can also be combined. Instead
of the square of the travel distance, we could take the square of the difference between the travel
distance and the average. In other words we suggest to minimize the sum of squares. Let

k̄3(t, v) = (µ∗ − k2(t, v))2.

Implementing this cost-function gives the following Linear Program:

minimize (a1k1 + a2k2 + a3k̄3)
T
y

subject to By = h

Cy = 1

Dy ≤ 1

0 ≤ y ≤ 1,

(3.10)

where ai are weights.
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Chapter 4

Minimum-cost circulation model

In this section, I will show that the referee assignment problem can be modelled as a minimum-
cost circulation problem. The advantage of doing this is that fast algorithms exist which can
solve a minimum-cost circulation problem.

4.1 Definitions

Definition 7 (Circulation). Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph and let d : V → R be the
demand-function of a vertex with

∑
v∈V

d(v) = 0. We say that f is a circulation or flow, if f is

a function f : E → R such that f(e) ≥ 0 for all e ∈ E and∑
e enters v

f(e)−
∑

e leaves v

f(e) = d(v)

for each v ∈ V .

Definition 8 (Feasible circulation). Let c : E → R be capacity function. We say that a circula-
tion is feasible if it satisfies

0 ≤ f(e) ≤ c(e),

for each e ∈ E.

Definition 9 (Cost of a circulation). Given a directed graph G = (V,E), the cost of a circulation
is given by:

cost(f) :=
∑
e∈E

k(e)f(e),

where k is the cost-function of the arcs.

Definition 10 (Minimum-cost circulation problem). A minimum-cost circulation problem
is: given a directed graph G = (V,E), a capacity function c : E → R, a cost function k : E → R,
and a vertex demand function d : V → R, find a feasible circulation f ≤ c that minimizes cost(f).
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4.2 Constructing a directed graph for the assignment prob-
lem

The idea is to construct a graph such that a solution to the problem corresponds to a circulation
in the graph. In order to do this we first create a set of week numbers for each team Wt. Let
W ∗ be the union of all these sets Wt.

Define the directed graph G = (T ∪W ∗ ∪ V,E), where E is the set of edges. These edges
connect all feasible pairs in P , but not directly. They will be divided into two sets of edges. The
first set E1 contains edges from each team t ∈ T to all corresponding weeks in Wt. And the
second set E2 contains edges from weeks to matches:

E1 = {(t, w) ∈ T ×Wt}
E2 = {(w, v) ∈W ∗ × V |∃t ∈ T : (t, v) ∈ P ∧ w = wv ∈Wt}

An edge is only created from a week w ∈ Wt to a match v ∈ V if the match takes place in
that week and (t, v) is a feasible pair. Therefore a flow is only possible between a team t ∈ T
and a match v ∈ V if it satisfies the constraints for pairs in Section 2.3.

Also we need to limit the flow through edges in order to satisfy the remaining constraints
which is done as follows: All flows through edges are greater than or equal to zero and for all
e ∈ E c(e) = 1. All capacities are 1, because a team can officiate at most one match each week
and each match can be assigned to only one team. The flows don’t have to be binary, because the
network algorithm which is used to find an optimal solution gives an integer solution, because
the matrix used to write the constraints is totally unimodular which we will show later.
The network flow model can be written as a LP-problem. Let kT y be the objective function and

let M be the incidence matrix of G. Also write M =

BC
D

 where B is the sub-matrix of M

which only contains the rows corresponding to the teams. Similarly C and D contain the rows
corresponding to the weeks and matches respectively. Then the linear programming model is
given as follows:

minimize kT y

subject to By = h

Cy = 0

Dy = −1

0 ≤ y ≤ 1,

(4.1)

where h is the vector of the number of home matches which the teams play and y is the decision
variable.

The constraints in LP (4.1) correspond to flow balances. The first of these constraint is that
a team t officiates ht matches. This constraint is met by giving each team t a net-outflow equal
to ht, so By = h. The second constraint is that each match is assigned to one team. This is
done by giving each match v a net-inflow equal to 1, so Dy = −1. The remaining nodes are the
weeks which have inflow equal to outflow. Therefore a flow equal to at most one can go through
a week which corresponds to the constraint that a team is allowed to officiate at most one match
each week.
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4.3 Total unimodularity

Proposition 3.3. The LP min{cT y|Bx = h, Cy = 0, Dy = −1, 0 ≤ y ≤ 1}
has an integer optimum solution

Proof. We want to use Corollary 1.1 to prove this. First we rewrite the LP as follows:

minimize kT y

subject to My ≥ b

−My ≥ −b

Iy ≥ 0

− Iy ≥ −1,

(4.2)

where b =

 h
0
−1

 and M is the incidence matrix of G.

From Theorem 2 it follows that M is totally unimodular. Therefore M∗ =


M
−M
I
−I

 is totally

unimodular which is shown by contradiction. Suppose there are square submatrices with de-
terminant not equal to −1, 0 or 1. Let A be a smallest such submatrix.
Case 1: A has a row, i, in I or −I. Then this row contains one nonzero: −1 or 1 at some
column index j. Let A∗ be the square submatrix of A without row i and column j. Then
det(A∗) = ±1 · det(A) by expansion across the ith row. Therefore A∗ is a smaller square matrix
with det(A∗) not equal to −1, 0 or 1.
Case 2: A lies completely in either M or −M . Then det(A) is −1, 0 or 1 by Theorem 2.
Case 3: A has rows in both M and −M . We construct a matrix A∗ by multiplying all rows of A
from −M by −1. This multiplication only possibly changes the sign of the determinant. So the
determinant of A∗ is given by det(A∗) = ±det(A). We know that A∗ only contains rows from
M and if A∗ contains the same row twice, then the determinant is zero. Therefore det(A∗) is ±1
or 0.
In all cases we reach a contradiction. By Corollary 1.1, an integer optimum solution exists, if
the optimum is finite.

The assignment of referees can be modelled as a minimum-cost circulation problem: given
the directed graph G constructed in Section 4.2, the goal is to find a circulation f minimizing
cost(f), subject to 0 ≤ f(e) ≤ c(e) for all e ∈ E, where c is the capacity function.
We will use as total cost-function of an edge e: a1k1(t, v) + a2k2(t, v) + a3k3(t, v) where k3(t, v)
is a cost-function for distributing travel distances equally and ai are appropriate weights. The
values of these weights depend on the values of the cost function and the importance of the goal.
Possible cost-functions for k3(t, v) have been discussed in the previous chapter.
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Chapter 5

Results

The data used for the model is from an amateur volleyball competition around Eindhoven in
2014 [5]. The data contains 316 matches and 71 teams. We will use a combination of various
methods discussed in Chapter 3. In order to compare how good the methods distribute the travel
times among the teams we will use the average travel time for a referee from team t to a match,
zt(x), which is defined as:

zt(x) :=
∑

v|(t,v)∈P

k2(t, v)xt,v
ht

.

The integer program (3.8) and the linear programs (3.4), (3.5), (3.9) and (3.10) were imple-
mented in AIMMS. AIMMS used CPLEX 12.9 to solve these programs. This solver is based
on the simplex method. Therefore AIMMS gives integer solutions, because the matrices used in
the LPs are totally unimodular (Theorem 1). AIMMS did not find any noticeable difference in
solution time between the LPs and the network model. Therefore only the results for the linear
programs are given. The estimated average, µ∗ used in Linear Programs (3.9) and (3.10) were
obtained from solving Linear Program (3.7). AIMMS solved these LPs in a fraction of a second.
This made it possible to find suitable weights for the objective functions for a given total max-
imum class cost and a given total maximum distance cost. This was done by gradually increasing
the weights until the total class costs and total distance costs were below the chosen bounds. The
code of the AIMMS-model is provided in Appendix A. In order to determine suitable bounds we
first solve Linear Programs (3.4) and (3.5) to determine the optimal costs of individual goals.
Linear Program (3.4) gave total optimal class costs, U∗1 = 16, and Linear Program (3.5) gave
total optimal distance costs , U∗2 = 1.89 × 103 km. These optimal costs were used to choose
total maximum class costs and total maximum distance costs. Also we want to compare the
results from the referee assignments obtained from the LPs and IP to the results from the actual
assignment which was used for the volleyball competition. The actual assignment was obtained
from the website used for the volleyball competition [5]. This assignment had a total class costs
of 68 and a total travel distance of 3.0× 103km. For comparison weights were found which gave
the same total class costs. Weights were found for the following maximum class costs were: 2U∗1 ,
68, 4U∗1 and 6U∗1 . Also weights a2 were found such that the total travel costs are at most 3

2U
∗
2 .

The results for each LP is shown in a separate table. In order to decide which LP distributes
the travel distance most equally among the teams, we will be using the variance of zt(x), which
is a measurement of how far the average distances for each team are spread from the average.

V ar(zt(x)) =
∑
t∈T

(zt(x)− z̄(x))2

|T |
,
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a1 a3 Total class Total travel Variance
(×107 ) costs costs (×103 km) of zt (km2)

34 1 32 2.43 16.1
17 1 48 2.27 12.1
7.3 1 68 2.15 11.8
3.3 1 96 2.03 13.4

Table 5.1: Total costs and variances of zt for Linear Program (3.7)

a1 a2 a3 Total class Total travel Variance
(×103 ) costs costs (×103 km) of zt (km2)

12 0 1 32 2.99 10.6
5.4 0 1 48 2.76 8.19
3.0 0 1 68 2.64 7.62
1.4 0 1 96 2.51 8.33
25 1 1 32 2.52 14.6
7.6 0.47 1 48 2.51 9.74
3.9 0.29 1 64 2.52 7.87

Table 5.2: Total costs and variances of zt for Linear Program (3.9)

where z̄(x) is the mean of zt(x).
The results from solving the LPs with AIMMs are shown in Tables 5.1, 5.4, 5.2 and 5.3.

Weights a1, a2 and a3 are chosen such that the total class costs and total travel costs are below
certain values. Each objective has a weight: a1 and a2 are the weights for the class costs and
travel costs respectively and a3 is the weight for distributing the travel costs equally among the
teams. We see a trade-off between class costs, travel costs and variance. For example, a lower
class costs gives either higher travel costs or a higher variance or both. Another result which can
immediately be seen it that Linear Program (3.7) always gives higher variances, than the other
two LPs. The advantage of Linear Program (3.7) is that it only needs two weights, a1 and a3.
The last weight also minimizes the total travel distances which can be seen in the results. The
other two LPs give higher total travel distances without weight a2. However they do distribute
the travel distances more equally among the referees. If a lower total travel distance is desired,

a1 a2 a3 Total class Total travel Variance
(×107 ) costs costs (×103 km) of zt (km2)

17 0 1 32 2.96 11.2
10 0 1 48 2.76 7.60
1.5 0 1 68 2.59 7.65
0.61 0 1 96 2.50 7.80
24 7.0× 103 1 32 2.52 15.3
12 2.8× 103 1 46 2.51 9.82
2.7 1.3× 102 1 64 2.52 7.96

Table 5.3: Total costs and variances of zt for Linear Program (3.10)
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U1 U2 Total class Total travel Variance solve time
costs costs (×103 km) of zt (km2) (s)

2U∗1
4
3U
∗
2 32 2.40 18.9 0.52

3U∗1
4
3U
∗
2 48 2.24 13.4 0.48

68 3.0× 103km 68 2.12 15.0 0.44
4U∗1

4
3U
∗
2 96 2.00 15.8 0.53

Table 5.4: Total costs and variances of zt for Integer Program (3.8)

then a higher value can be chosen for a2. The results from Linear Program (3.9) and (3.10) are
similar and more data is required to make a conclusive judgement.

The results from solving Integer Program (3.8) are shown in Table 5.4. This Integer Program
gives a significantly lower total travel distance than the chosen maximum total travel distance,
which is 4

3U
∗
2 ≈ 2.52×103km. This comes at the cost of a higher variance. It does not distribute

the travel burdens as equally as possible among the teams, given that maximum total travel dis-
tance, because Linear Programs (5.2) and (5.3) give lower variances for total travel distance 4

3U
∗
2 .

Integer Program (3.8) minimizes the sum of all differences between zt(x) and the average. If we
compare the objective function to the variance, we notice that a square is missing, which makes
solutions with outliers more optimal. That does not yet explain the worse variances compared
to the LPs. Linear Program (3.9) uses a similar objective function, the sum of the differences
per match is minimized. So compared to IP (3.8), it gives solutions which have travel distances
to a match which are closer to the average. Then it is less likely that we get solutions with large
zt(x), because zt(x) is the average of ht distances to a match.

Also weights were chosen which can be compared to the results of the actual assignment.
The actual assignment has a total class costs of 68, a total travel distance of 3.0× 103km and a
variance of 21.5km2 for zt(x) . All LPs found a better assignment with a similar total class cost
to the one actually used, if we use the variance as measurement for distributing travel distances.
Linear Program (3.9) with weights a1 = 3.0 × 103, a2 = 0 and a3 = 1 gave the best variance
closely followed by Linear Program (3.10).

The results for the zt(x) of assignments with similar total class costs as the actual assignment
used in the volleyball competition are illustrated in Figures 5.1, 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4. Also results
from the actual assignment are illustrated in Figure 5.5 for comparison. The zt(x) from the data
are more spread out, than the zt(x) obtained from the LPs. The actual assignment has more
referees with a significant higher travel distance than the average, while Linear Programs (3.9)
and (3.10) have a large group of referees in the 6-8 km segment. Therefore the travel distances
are more equally distributed in the assignments obtained from these LPs.
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Figure 5.1: zt(x) from Linear Model
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Figure 5.2: zt(x) from Linear Model
(3.9) with a1 = 3.0× 103 and a2 = 0
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

This report introduced a way of solving a referee assignment problem with multiple goals. The
problem was formulated as a Linear Program with a totally unimodular matrix, so that it was
possible to solve the LP with algorithms based on the simplex method. The objectives can be
integrated in constraints, but the disadvantage of that is that the constraint matrix is no longer
totally unimodular. Therefore weights were used to implement multiple goals in the objective
function for the Linear Programs. The results of three Linear Programs and one Integer Program
were compared to each other and to the assignment, that was used in the volleyball competi-
tion. Linear Programs (3.9) and (3.10) gave the best overall results and all Linear and Integer
Programs found a better assignment than the one used in the volleyball competition. The disad-
vantage of these LPs is that good weights have to be found by trial and error. Alternatively these
Linear Programs could be converted to Integer Programs with goals integrated in constraints as
in Integer Program (5.4). The given referee assignment problem can be solved by such Integer
Programs, but this option may not be attractive for assignment problems with more data.

Also it is possible to interpret the goal of distributing the travel distances equally among the
teams differently. One could say that it is fair for someone who lives far away from the rest to
have a larger travel distance. Naturally the LPs in the report give teams which are far away from
the rest larger travel distance. However these LPs try to reduce the travel distances for these
teams more than for other teams. It is possible to divide the teams in groups and use different
costs for each group.

An approach which was only discussed briefly in the Introduction is a heuristic approach.
For example a greedy algorithm could be constructed for this referee assignment problem which
finds a feasible solution. This solution could then be improved by a heuristic algorithm. All goals
could be implemented in this algorithm. This algorithm could look for possibilities to reduce the
average travel distance for a referee in the initial solution in order to get a fairer assignment.

Another possibility is to take the referee assignment into account while setting up the schedule
of matches. Timeslots could be given and a set of feasible pairs of timeslots and matches could
be constructed. That means that if we would construct a model, then we would need a binary
decision variable for each feasible combination of a team, a timeslot and a match. Depending
on the timeslot a referee may not be able to officiate a match. The number of variables in
such a model is significantly higher than the number of variables of the models in the report.
Therefore it may be better to use a greedy heuristic algorithm to construct the schedule instead
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of a IP. Heuristic methods are often used in the literature to solve large instances of the referee
assignment problem.
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Appendix A

Aimms code

Model Main_Matching_scheidsrechters {

Set wIDs {

SubsetOf: Integers;

Index: we, we2;

Property: ElementsAreLabels;

}

Set teamids {

SubsetOf: Integers;

Index: ti, ti2;

}

Set verenigingen;

Set locaties {

Index: l1, l2;

}

Set wdagSet {

Index: wd;

Definition: data{ma,di,wo,do,vr,za,zo};

}

Set weeknrs {

Index: w;

}

Set klassen {

SubsetOf: Integers;

Definition: data{-1,0,1,2,3};

}

Set constraintsSimpel {

SubsetOf: AllConstraints;

Definition: data{aantalFluiten,eenPerWeek,wedstrijdWordtGefloten};

}

Set constraintsAverage {

SubsetOf: AllConstraints;

Definition: data{aantalFluiten,eenPerWeek,wedstrijdWordtGefloten};

}

Set variablesSimpel {
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SubsetOf: AllVariables;

Definition: data{totalCostsSimple,f};

}

Set variablesAverage {

SubsetOf: AllVariables;

Definition: data{totalCostsAverageEstimated,f};

}

Set variablesAverage2 {

SubsetOf: AllVariables;

Definition: data{totalCostsAverageEst2,f};

}

Set factoren {

SubsetOf: Integers;

Index: ft;

Definition: data{1,2,3};

}

Set integerSet {

SubsetOf: Integers;

Index: i, i2;

Definition: ElementRange(1,20);

}

Set mogelijkeMatches {

SubsetOf: (teamids,wIDs);

Definition: {

{(ti,we)|allowed(ti,we)}

}

}

ElementParameter awayMatch {

IndexDomain: (ti,w);

Range: wIDs;

Definition: First(we|(w=weeknr(we)AND ti=uit(we)));

}

ElementParameter homeMatch {

IndexDomain: (ti,w);

Range: wIDs;

Definition: First(we|(w=weeknr(we)AND ti=thuis(we)));

}

ElementParameter wdag {

IndexDomain: we;

Range: wdagSet;

}

Parameter hoogsteTeamid {

Definition: 71;

}

Parameter wPoule {

IndexDomain: we;

}

ElementParameter weeknr {

IndexDomain: we;
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Range: weeknrs;

}

Parameter tijd {

IndexDomain: we;

}

ElementParameter locatie {

IndexDomain: we;

Range: locaties;

}

ElementParameter thuis {

IndexDomain: we;

Range: teamids;

}

ElementParameter uit {

IndexDomain: we;

Range: teamids;

}

ElementParameter scheids {

IndexDomain: we;

Range: teamids;

}

Parameter allowedReferees {

IndexDomain: we;

Definition: {

if((scheids(we),we)in mogelijkeMatches)then

1

endif

}

}

Parameter classCostsData {

Definition: Sum(we,abs(klasse(scheids(we))-klasseW(we)));

}

Parameter travelDistancesData {

IndexDomain: ti;

Definition: {

Sum(we|(ti=scheids(we)),afstand(locatie(we),locatieTeam(scheids(we))))/nthuis(ti);

}

}

Parameter travelCostsData {

Definition: sum(we,afstand(locatie(we),locatieTeam(scheids(we))));

}

Parameter totalmatches {

IndexDomain: ti;

Definition: Sum(we|(scheids(we)=ti),1);

}

Parameter compareWithNthuis {

IndexDomain: ti;

Definition: totalmatches(ti)-nthuis(ti);

}
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ElementParameter vereniging {

IndexDomain: ti;

Range: verenigingen;

}

Parameter poule {

IndexDomain: ti;

}

Parameter klasse {

IndexDomain: ti;

Definition: {

if(poule(ti)=1 OR poule(ti)=10 OR poule(ti)=11)then

-1

else

if(poule(ti)=2 OR poule(ti)=3 OR poule(ti)=4)then

0

else

if(poule(ti)=5 OR poule(ti)=6)then

1

else

if(poule(ti)=7 OR poule(ti)=8)then

2

else

if(poule(ti)=9)then

3

endif

endif

endif

endif

endif

}

}

Parameter klasse2 {

IndexDomain: ti;

Definition: {

if(poule(ti)=1)then

-1.02

else

if(poule(ti)=10)then

-1.01

else

if(poule(ti)=11)then

-1

else

if(poule(ti)=2)then

0

else

if(poule(ti)=3)then

0.01

else
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if(poule(ti)=4)then

0.02

else

if(poule(ti)=5)then

1

else

if(poule(ti)=6)then

1.01

else

if(poule(ti)=7)then

2

else

if(poule(ti)=8)then

2.01

else

if(poule(ti)=9)then

3

endif

endif

endif

endif

endif

endif

endif

endif

endif

endif

endif

}

}

Parameter klasseW {

IndexDomain: we;

Definition: {

if(wPoule(we)=1 OR wPoule(we)=10 OR wPoule(we)=11)then

-1

else

if(wPoule(we)=2 OR wPoule(we)=3 OR wPoule(we)=4)then

0

else

if(wPoule(we)=5 OR wPoule(we)=6)then

1

else

if(wPoule(we)=7 OR wPoule(we)=8)then

2

else

if(wPoule(we)=9)then

3

endif

endif
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endif

endif

endif

}

}

ElementParameter trainingsdag {

IndexDomain: ti;

Range: wdagSet;

}

ElementParameter vrijedag {

IndexDomain: ti;

Range: wdagSet;

}

ElementParameter locatieTeam {

IndexDomain: ti;

Range: locaties;

}

Parameter nthuis {

IndexDomain: ti;

}

Parameter afstand {

IndexDomain: (l1,l2);

}

Parameter allowed {

IndexDomain: (ti,we);

Definition: {

if(NOT(vereniging(ti)=vereniging(thuis(we)))AND

NOT(vereniging(ti)=vereniging(uit(we))) AND

abs(klasse(ti)-klasseW(we))<=1 AND

(NOT wdag(we)=trainingsdag(ti) OR awayMatch(ti,weeknr(we))) AND

(NOT wdag(we)=vrijedag(ti) OR awayMatch(ti,weeknr(we))) AND

(NOT awayMatch(ti,weeknr(we)) OR (wdag(awayMatch(ti,weeknr(we)))=wdag(we) AND

locatie(awayMatch(ti,weeknr(we)))=locatie(we) AND

abs(tijd(awayMatch(ti,weeknr(we)))-tijd(we))>=100))) then

1

else

0

endif

}

Comment: "Time 19:00 is 1900 in data. So one hour difference is 100 difference.";

}

Parameter fluiten {

IndexDomain: (we,i);

}

Parameter factor {

IndexDomain: ft;

}

Parameter foundWeights {

IndexDomain: (ft,i);
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}

Parameter kostenKlasse {

IndexDomain: (ti,we);

Definition: abs(klasse(ti)-klasseW(we));

}

Parameter kostenAfstand {

IndexDomain: (ti,we);

Definition: {

if(awayMatch(ti,weeknr(we)))then

if(wdag(awayMatch(ti,weeknr(we)))=wdag(we)AND

locatie(awayMatch(ti,weeknr(we)))=locatie(we) AND

abs(tijd(awayMatch(ti,weeknr(we)))-tijd(we))>100)then

0

endif

else

afstand(locatieTeam(ti),locatie(we))

endif

}

}

Parameter kostenLasten {

IndexDomain: (ti,we);

Definition: kostenAfstand(ti,we)^2;

}

Parameter totalCostsClasses {

IndexDomain: i;

}

Parameter totalCostsDist {

IndexDomain: i;

}

Parameter averageDistEstimated;

Parameter averageDistEstimated2;

Parameter costsDifference {

IndexDomain: (ti,we)|allowed(ti,we);

Definition: abs(kostenAfstand(ti,we)-averageDistEstimated);

}

Parameter costsDifSquare {

IndexDomain: (ti,we)|allowed(ti,we);

Definition: costsDifference(ti,we)^2;

}

Parameter chosenDistances {

IndexDomain: (ti,i);

}

Parameter optimalClassCosts;

Parameter optimalDistCosts;

Parameter maxClassCosts;

Parameter maxDistCosts;

Parameter solveTime;

Variable totalCostsSimple {

Range: free;
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Definition: Sum(ti,Sum(we,(factor(1)*kostenKlasse(ti,we)+

factor(2)*kostenAfstand(ti,we)+

factor(3)*kostenLasten(ti,we))*f(ti,we)));

Comment: "Uses quadratic distances for sharing loads.";

}

Variable totalCostsAverageEstimated {

Range: free;

Definition: Sum(ti,Sum(we,(factor(1)*kostenKlasse(ti,we)+

factor(2)*kostenAfstand(ti,we)+

factor(3)*costsDifference(ti,we))*f(ti,we)));

}

Variable totalCostsAverageEst2 {

Range: free;

Definition: Sum(ti,Sum(we,(factor(1)*kostenKlasse(ti,we)+

factor(2)*kostenAfstand(ti,we)+

factor(3)*costsDifSquare(ti,we))*f(ti,we)));

}

Variable f {

IndexDomain: (ti,we)|allowed(ti,we);

Range: [0, 1];

}

Variable averageDist {

Range: free;

Definition: Sum(ti,Sum(we|allowed(ti,we),kostenAfstand(ti,we)*f(ti,we)))/card(wIDs);

}

Constraint aantalFluiten {

IndexDomain: ti;

Definition: Sum(we|allowed(ti,we),f(ti,we))=nthuis(ti);

}

Constraint eenPerWeek {

IndexDomain: (ti,w);

Definition: Sum(we|((weeknr(we)=w)AND allowed(ti,we)),f(ti,we))<=1;

}

Constraint wedstrijdWordtGefloten {

IndexDomain: we;

Definition: Sum(ti|allowed(ti,we),f(ti,we))=1;

}

MathematicalProgram optimizeSimple {

Objective: totalCostsSimple;

Direction: minimize;

Constraints: constraintsSimpel;

Variables: variablesSimpel;

Type: LP;

}

MathematicalProgram optAverageEstimated {

Objective: totalCostsAverageEstimated;

Direction: minimize;

Constraints: constraintsAverage;

Variables: variablesAverage;
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Type: LP;

}

MathematicalProgram optAverageEst2 {

Objective: totalCostsAverageEst2;

Direction: minimize;

Constraints: constraintsAverage;

Variables: variablesAverage2;

Type: LP;

}

DeclarationSection integerModels {

Set constraintsIPDifAverage {

SubsetOf: AllConstraints;

Definition: data{aantalFluitenB,eenPerWeekB,wedstrijdWordtGeflotenB,

averageDistTeam,difAveragePerTeam1,difAveragePerTeam2,

totalCostsClass,totalCostsDistance};

}

Set variablesIPDifAverage {

SubsetOf: AllVariables;

Definition: data{totalCostsAverageTeam,fbinair,xDifAverage,averageDistTeam};

}

Variable fbinair {

IndexDomain: (ti,we)|allowed(ti,we);

Range: binary;

}

Variable averageDistBinair {

Range: free;

Definition: Sum(ti,Sum(we|allowed(ti,we),kostenAfstand(ti,we)*

fbinair(ti,we)))/card(wIDs);

}

Variable averageDistTeam {

IndexDomain: ti;

Range: free;

Definition: Sum(we|allowed(ti,we),kostenAfstand(ti,we)*fbinair(ti,we))/nthuis(ti);

}

Variable xDifAverage {

IndexDomain: ti;

Range: nonnegative;

}

Variable totalCostsAverageTeam {

Range: free;

Definition: Sum(ti,Sum(we,(factor(1)*kostenKlasse(ti,we)+

factor(2)*kostenAfstand(ti,we))*fbinair(ti,we))+

factor(3)*xDifAverage(ti));

}

Constraint aantalFluitenB {

IndexDomain: ti;

Definition: Sum(we|allowed(ti,we),fbinair(ti,we))=nthuis(ti);

}

Constraint eenPerWeekB {
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IndexDomain: (ti,w);

Definition: Sum(we|((weeknr(we)=w)AND allowed(ti,we)),fbinair(ti,we))<=1;

}

Constraint wedstrijdWordtGeflotenB {

IndexDomain: we;

Definition: Sum(ti|allowed(ti,we),fbinair(ti,we))=1;

}

Constraint totalCostsClass {

Definition: Sum(ti,Sum(we,kostenKlasse(ti,we)*fbinair(ti,we)))<=maxClassCosts;

}

Constraint totalCostsDistance {

Definition: Sum(ti,Sum(we,kostenAfstand(ti,we)*fbinair(ti,we)))<=maxDistCosts;

}

Constraint difAveragePerTeam1 {

IndexDomain: ti;

Definition: averageDistBinair-averageDistTeam(ti)<=xDifAverage(ti);

}

Constraint difAveragePerTeam2 {

IndexDomain: ti;

Definition: -averageDistBinair+averageDistTeam(ti)<=xDifAverage(ti);

}

MathematicalProgram optDistributeTravelTeams {

Objective: totalCostsAverageTeam;

Direction: minimize;

Constraints: constraintsIPDifAverage;

Variables: variablesIPDifAverage;

Type: MIP;

}

}

DeclarationSection NetworkModel {

Set weeknrsPerTeam {

SubsetOf: (weeknrs,teamids);

Definition: {

{(w,ti)}

}

}

Set nodeSet {

SubsetOf: AllConstraints;

Definition: data{teams,weken,wedstrijden};

}

Set arcSet {

SubsetOf: AllVariables;

Definition: data{teamWeek,weekWedstrijd};

}

Parameter allowedNetwork {

IndexDomain: (ti,w,we);

Definition: {

if(w=weeknr(we)) then

allowed(ti,we)
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else

0

endif

}

}

Parameter fluitenNetwork2 {

IndexDomain: (ti,we);

}

Parameter fluitenNetwork {

IndexDomain: we;

Definition: First(ti|(fluitenNetwork2(ti,we)=1));

}

Parameter kostenNetwork {

IndexDomain: (ti,we);

Definition: factor(1)*kostenKlasse(ti,we)+

factor(2)*kostenAfstand(ti,we)+

factor(3)*costsDifference(ti,we);

}

Node teams {

IndexDomain: ti;

Definition: NetOutFlow=nthuis(ti);

}

Node weken {

IndexDomain: (ti,w);

Definition: NetInFlow=0;

}

Node wedstrijden {

IndexDomain: we;

Definition: NetInFlow=1;

}

Arc teamWeek {

IndexDomain: (ti,w);

Range: [0, 1];

From: teams(ti);

To: weken(ti,w);

}

Arc weekWedstrijd {

IndexDomain: (ti,w,we)|mogelijkeMatchNetwork(ti,w,we);

Range: [0, 1];

From: weken(ti,w);

To: wedstrijden(we);

Cost: kostenNetwork(ti,we);

}

MathematicalProgram optimizeDistanceNetwork {

Objective: FlowCost;

Direction: minimize;

Constraints: nodeSet;

Variables: arcSet;

Type: NETWORK;
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}

}

Procedure solvePriority {

Body: {

factor(1):=1;

factor(2):=0;

factor(3):=0;

solve optimizeSimple;

optimalClassCosts:=totalCostsSimple;

totalCostsClasses(1):=Sum(ti,Sum(we,kostenKlasse(ti,we)*f(ti,we)));

totalCostsDist(1):=Sum(ti,Sum(we,kostenAfstand(ti,we)*f(ti,we)));

fluiten(we,1):=First(ti|f(ti,we)=1);

chosenDistances(ti,1):=Sum(we|allowed(ti,we),

f(ti,we)*kostenAfstand(ti,we))/nthuis(ti);

factor(1):=0;

factor(2):=1;

factor(3):=0;

solve optimizeSimple;

optimalDistCosts:=totalCostsSimple;

totalCostsClasses(2):=Sum(ti,Sum(we,kostenKlasse(ti,we)*f(ti,we)));

totalCostsDist(2):=Sum(ti,Sum(we,kostenAfstand(ti,we)*f(ti,we)));

fluiten(we,2):=First(ti|f(ti,we)=1);

chosenDistances(ti,2):=Sum(we|allowed(ti,we),

f(ti,we)*kostenAfstand(ti,we))/nthuis(ti);

}

Comment: "Minimizes only one goal.";

}

Procedure solveLPSquare {

Body: {

factor(1):=0;

factor(2):=0;

factor(3):=1;

totalCostsClasses(3):=maxClassCosts+1;

while(totalCostsClasses(3)>maxClassCosts AND LoopCount < 1000)do

factor(1):=factor(1)+1000000;

solve optimizeSimple;

totalCostsClasses(3):=Sum(ti,Sum(we,kostenKlasse(ti,we)*f(ti,we)));

endwhile;

foundWeights(ft,3):=factor(ft);

totalCostsDist(3):=Sum(ti,Sum(we,kostenAfstand(ti,we)*f(ti,we)));

fluiten(we,3):=First(ti|f(ti,we)=1);

chosenDistances(ti,3):=Sum(we|allowed(ti,we),

f(ti,we)*kostenAfstand(ti,we))/nthuis(ti);

}

}

Procedure solveLP1 {
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Body: {

averageDistEstimated:=Sum(we,kostenAfstand(fluiten(we,3),we))/card(wIDs);

factor(1):=0;

totalCostsClasses(4):=maxClassCosts+1;

while(totalCostsClasses(4)>maxClassCosts AND LoopCount <50) do

factor(1):=factor(1)+100;

factor(2):=-0.1;

totalCostsDist(4):=maxDistCosts+1;

while(totalCostsDist(4)>maxDistCosts AND LoopCount <50) do

factor(2):=factor(2)+0.1;

solve optAverageEstimated;

totalCostsDist(4):=Sum(ti,Sum(we|allowed(ti,we),kostenAfstand(ti,we)*f(ti,we)));

endwhile;

totalCostsClasses(4):=Sum(ti,Sum(we|allowed(ti,we),kostenKlasse(ti,we)*f(ti,we)));

endwhile;

foundWeights(ft,4):=factor(ft);

averageDistEstimated2:=Sum(ti,Sum(we|allowed(ti,we),

kostenAfstand(ti,we)*f(ti,we)))/card(wIDs);

fluiten(we,4):=First(ti|f(ti,we)=1);

chosenDistances(ti,4):=Sum(we|allowed(ti,we),

f(ti,we)*kostenAfstand(ti,we))/nthuis(ti);

}

}

Procedure solveLP2 {

Body: {

averageDistEstimated:=Sum(we,kostenAfstand(fluiten(we,3),we))/card(wIDs);

factor(1):=0;

totalCostsClasses(5):=maxClassCosts+1;

while(totalCostsClasses(5)>maxClassCosts AND LoopCount <50) do

factor(1):=factor(1)+1000000;

factor(2):=-10;

totalCostsDist(5):=maxDistCosts+1;

while(totalCostsDist(5)>maxDistCosts AND LoopCount <100) do

factor(2):=factor(2)+10;

solve optAverageEst2;

totalCostsDist(5):=Sum(ti,Sum(we|allowed(ti,we),kostenAfstand(ti,we)*f(ti,we)));

endwhile;

totalCostsClasses(5):=Sum(ti,Sum(we|allowed(ti,we),kostenKlasse(ti,we)*f(ti,we)));

endwhile;

foundWeights(ft,5):=factor(ft);

averageDistEstimated2:=Sum(ti,Sum(we|allowed(ti,we),

kostenAfstand(ti,we)*f(ti,we)))/card(wIDs);

fluiten(we,5):=First(ti|f(ti,we)=1);

chosenDistances(ti,5):=Sum(we|allowed(ti,we),

f(ti,we)*kostenAfstand(ti,we))/nthuis(ti);
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}

}

Procedure solveNetwork {

Body: {

averageDistEstimated:=Sum(we,kostenAfstand(fluiten(we,3),we))/card(wIDs);

factor(1):=0;

totalCostsClasses(6):=maxClassCosts+1;

while(totalCostsClasses(6)>maxClassCosts AND LoopCount <50) do

factor(1):=factor(1)+1000;

factor(2):=-0.1;

totalCostsDist(6):=maxDistCosts+1;

while(totalCostsDist(6)>maxDistCosts AND LoopCount <50) do

factor(2):=factor(2)+0.1;

solve optimizeDistanceNetwork;

totalCostsDist(6):=Sum(ti,Sum(we|allowed(ti,we),

kostenAfstand(ti,we)*weekWedstrijd(ti,weeknr(we),we)));

endwhile;

totalCostsClasses(6):=Sum(ti,Sum(we|allowed(ti,we),

kostenKlasse(ti,we)*weekWedstrijd(ti,weeknr(we),we)));

endwhile;

foundWeights(ft,6):=factor(ft);

averageDistEstimated2:=Sum(ti,Sum(we|allowed(ti,we),

kostenAfstand(ti,we)*weekWedstrijd(ti,weeknr(we),we)))/card(wIDs);

fluitenNetwork2(ti,we):=weekWedstrijd(ti,weeknr(we),we);

fluiten(we,6):=fluitenNetwork(we);

chosenDistances(ti,6):=Sum(we|allowed(ti,we),

fluitenNetwork2(ti,we)*kostenAfstand(ti,we))/nthuis(ti);

}

Comment: "Uses difference with fixed average as cost-function for loads";

}

Procedure solveDifferenceWithAverageTeam {

Body: {

factor(1):=0;

factor(2):=0;

factor(3):=1;

maxClassCosts:=48;

maxDistCosts:=1.5*optimalDistCosts;

solve optDistributeTravelTeams;

totalCostsClasses(7):=Sum(ti,Sum(we,kostenKlasse(ti,we)*fbinair(ti,we)));

totalCostsDist(7):=Sum(ti,Sum(we,kostenAfstand(ti,we)*fbinair(ti,we)));

fluiten(we,7):=First(ti|fbinair(ti,we)=1);

chosenDistances(ti,7):=Sum(we|allowed(ti,we),

fbinair(ti,we)*kostenAfstand(ti,we))/nthuis(ti);

solveTime:=optDistributeTravelTeams.SolutionTime;

}

}

Procedure MainExecution {
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Body: {

solvePriority;

maxClassCosts:=68;

maxDistCosts:=2*optimalDistCosts;

solveLPSquare;

solveLP1;

solveLP2;

}

}

}
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